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Interline wireless thermometer

Brand : Interline Product code: 57600617

Product name : wireless thermometer

Interline wireless thermometer

Interline wireless thermometer:

Enables pool water temperature to be checked without going outside. Brand new base station design.
The base station can be hung or put somewhere inside the house. The sensor floats in the pool and
measures the water temperature, which is transmitted to the base station. The base station shows
indoor temperature, humidity, outdoor temperature, pool water temperature, temperature course, time
and moon phase. Equipped with alarm and maximum/minimum temperature memory function. The
sensor works up to 30 meters in open field. The display shows temperature in Celsius and Fahrenheit.
Batteries base station: 2 x 1.5V AA. Batteries sensor: 2 x 1.5 V AAA.
Interline wireless thermometer. Product type: Thermometer, Product colour: Black, Blue, Grey, Best
uses: Above ground pool, Built-in pool. Power source type: Battery, Battery voltage: 1.5 V. Weight: 200
g. Package width: 100 mm, Package depth: 170 mm, Package height: 170 mm

Features

Product type * Thermometer
Product colour Black, Blue, Grey
Best uses Above ground pool, Built-in pool
Wireless range 30 m

Power

Power source type Battery
Battery voltage 1.5 V

Weight & dimensions

Weight 200 g

Packaging data

Package width 100 mm
Package depth 170 mm
Package height 170 mm
Package weight 220 g
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